SPRAYER-BLU NANO NEBULISER GUN
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TECHNICAL SPECS
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Caracteristics
Sprayer-Blu is able to generate a nebulization process in a very simple, fast and efficient way. The jet is
sprayed from the steel beak is generated by a multi faces heat converter which is internally fed able to
produce molecules of up to 0,5 nm. The reduced dimension of the particles exhausted is able to reduce the
time of treatment while drying out. The handle grip is comfortable and non-slip. The jet output is regulated
by a regulator nob depending on individual needs. The jet is highlighted by a blue led light enhancing the
accuracy of the treatment.
With 260ml large capacity water tank, a tank of water can last 15-20 minutes, time saving. Made of quality
PA plastic material, durable to use.
The more blue water vapor, the larger the small water droplets in the nano-mixed steam, the less penetrated
into the scales, the best state of the nano-water vapor: transparent to lavender. If the water vapor shows
white, it means the general water vapor state. The diameter of the water droplet particles is too large, and it
is more difficult to penetrate into the scales.
Application principle and function description: The supercharged multi-stage heat exchange tank type steam
generating device utilizes a principle of generating more than 1 atmosphere of superheated steam to
superheat liquid from saturated steam into a single liquid molecule.
Model: XH-040-H
Capacity tank: 260 ml
Voltage: 220v / 50/60 Hz / 1200 W
Dimensions: 22 x 11 x 22 cm
Weight: 1,3 kg on empty
Output: 22 ml/ min Lenght
cable: 3 meters
Voltage:220-240-v/50 hz
General Important Notes
1- Use only advised solution.
2- Clean the device using white vinegar once a week. Repeat the above mentioned usage of the
gun, only swap vinegar with solution. Do this process on ¾ full tank until the tank is empty. Do
not spray on surfaces or fabrics while using vinegar as it might stain.
3- Do not spray directly onto human skin or eyes at close range.
4- Advised to wear a mask while using spraying the gun
5- Where possible open window//doors right after nebulising ambient.
6- Be mindful the Anion nozzle can become very hot after use.
7- Do spray onto delicate fabrics (e.g. Silk, Leather)
How to Use:
1- Fill container tank with detergent solution.
2- Insert power plug into socket
3- Press Red power button
4- Wait for 40 seconds till green light is on
5- Start spray directing the Anion towards the designated surfaces.
6- Adjust jet strenght and product output using the knob on the side of the gun

